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CREON is a collaborating association of scientists and 
engineers from around the world striving to design and 
build marine sensor networks. Presently this is not a 
formal organization but instead the group is bonded by 
good will and the financial assistance of the Moore 
Foundation. New members are welcome.
   
Sensor networks on land are becoming common. 
Extending this to the marine environment poses many 
challenges such as fouling and data transmission. 
However the benefits are enormous as we attempt to 
understand the stresses that are shaping the marine 
world. In particular coral reefs are exhibiting signs of 
decay around the world as global warming, over fishing 
and pollution have an impact.

Creon Sites

http://www.coral-reef-info.com/

Where are coral reefs found?

•17°C < Temp < 34°C
•30 < Salinity < 38 (PPT)
•Depth < 200 ft
•others e.g. wave, current, wind, pH 



!www.nstda.or.th!
©!NSTDA!2012 e6Science!and!Data!Infrastructure!Development!

Coral&Reef&Monitoring



DataTurbine is a robust real-time streaming data engine that lets you quickly 

stream live data from experiments, labs, web cams and even Java enabled cell 

phones. It acts as a "black box" to which applications and devices send and 

receive data. Think of it as express delivery for your data, be it numbers, 

video, sound or text.

DataTurbine is a buffered middleware, not simply a publish/subscribe system. It 

can receive data from various sources (experiments, web cams, etc) and send 

data to various sinks (visualization interfaces, analysis tools, databases, etc). It 

has "TiVO" like functionality that lets applications pause and rewind live 

streaming data.

DataTurbine is open source and free. There is also an active developer and user 

community that continues to evolve the software and assist in application 

development.

Why Use It??

• Extendable: It is a free Open Source project with an extensive well 

documented API.

• Scalable: It uses a hierarchical design that allows a network structure 

that grows with the requirements of your application

• Portable: DataTurbine runs on devices ranging from phones & buoys to 

multicore servers.

• Dependable: Using a Ring Buffered Network Bus, it provides tunable 

persistent storage at key network nodes to facilitate reliable data 

transport

• Growing: There is also an active developer and user community that 

continues to evolve the software and assist in application development.
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DataTurbine!Real6Bme!Data!Viewer!
(RDV):!CTD!data
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RDV:!Weather!data
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RDV:!Ecocam!data
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โครงการ

การพัฒนาระบบเทคโนโลยีสารสนเทศแบบ real 
time เพื่อการติดตามระบบนิเวศปะการังระยะยาว 

(กรณีศึกษา เกาะราชาใหญ่ จังหวัดภูเก็ต)
สนับสนุนงบประมาณโดย สวทช.



Installing more sensors

Challenges
• Power: low power 

devices and software, 
battery, solar cell, wind, 
wave

• Communication: line, 
radio, light, sound, 
induction

• Connectivity: line, wifi, 
GPRS/3G, continuous or 
burst

• Humidity, sunlight, 
temperature, water 
pressure, salinity, sand, 
wave, anchor

• Maintenance: batteries, 
cleaning, broken parts, 
diagnose, large number

• Thief

• Data management: long 
term, large number, team 
work, user requirements





Data!logger
GSM!Gateway



Methodology: Simulation & Analysis

Hydrodynamics model 
(FVCOM)

-Conservation laws of  fluids 
motion
-Based on  high accuracy 
numerical method
-Capability to handle complex 
geometry

Analysis
-Tidal dynamics behaviors
-Ocean current patterns
-Heat transport characteristics

Normal  year, IOD 
&ENSO years

IOD =Indian Ocean Dipole
ENSO= El Niño/La Niña-Southern Oscillation

Driving forces
1.Oceanographic data
2.Meteorololical data

Weather conditions
1. Normal year
2. IOD & ENSO

Providers
-OSU (Tidal solution)
-NOGAPS
-NCEP
-PO.DAAC
-HAII&EGAT

Model validation 
-Gage-Bouy station  & remote 
sensing data

-Providers: Royal Thai Navy, 
TMD, PO.DAAC

PO.DAAC= The NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory: Physical  
Oceanography Distributed  Active Archive  Center
TMD= Thai meteorological department

Bathymetry data

U, V and Depth
tide
wind

tide

glb. mold. wind
obs. wind

reg. mold. wind

glb. mold. wind

sea current

Methodology: Area of interest

Regional domain: The 
Andaman-Bengal sea 

Coastal domain: Raja, Phuket 
and nearby area

Domain 1

Domain 2

Domain 3



Data!Management

1
Catalog!for!two!kinds!of!
heterogeneous!services:!
OGC6SOS!&!LSR6SDS!

2
Simple!data!access!across!
geographically!distributed!
and!heterogeneous!services

3
Basic!visualizaBon!of!different!
data!types!via!
map,!graph!and!table

Overall!CapabiliBes:

CollaboraBons

1
GeoGrid:!
Sun!Photometer!Data

2
Disaster!Department:
Temperature!Data
Rain!Data
Humidity!Data

Current!Collaborators:

To6be!Collaborators!(hopefully):

1
Royal!IrrigaBon!Department:
Tidal!Data!and!etc.

2
Navy!Department:
Tidal!Data!and!etc.

3
Thai!Meteorological!
Department:
Weather!Data!and!etc.

+!Sensor!data
+!Simulated!data



Other possibilities

Moorea!Coral!Reef!LTER





OpenROV is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 
Unported License.



OpenROV Kit

$830.00

50m single twisted 
pair “Tether” 

INCLUDED ELECTRONICS
BealeBone Single Board Computer
OpenROV BeagleBone Cape 
HD USB Webcam 
Ethernet to Single Twisted Pair Adapter (2x)
Electronic Speed Controller for Brushless Motors (3x)
800KV Brushless Motor (3x)
87lm LED light array (2x)
Tilt servo

Embedded Linux

Ethernet to single 
twisted pair  

The Internet of Things was an idea. 

Now it’s a reality. Right now on the 

Cosm platform, developers and 

companies are connecting devices 

and apps to securely store and 

exchange data. It’s the one solution 

that brings big ideas about the world 

to the world.

The Arduino Ethernet is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328. It has 14 digital input/output pins, 6 analog 

inputs, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a RJ45 connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button.



The Internet of Things was an idea. 

Now it’s a reality. Right now on the 

Cosm platform, developers and 

companies are connecting devices 

and apps to securely store and 

exchange data. It’s the one solution 

that brings big ideas about the world 

to the world.

The Arduino Ethernet is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328. It has 14 digital input/output pins, 6 analog 

inputs, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a RJ45 connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button.

Arduino Ethernet: a microcontroller board 
with digital input/output pins, and, analog 
inputs, a RJ45 connection. An optional 
Power over Ethernet module can be added 
to the board as well.

Umoya, which means “spirit wind”, is a 
South African startup company that 
manufactures Vertical Axis Wind Turbines. 
- providing energy from renewable energy
- sharing of data such as energy 
production, wind speed, and temperature 
to facilitate communication between the 
company, investors, and the growing 
renewable energy community.

An open source project aiming to give citizens a way to 
participate in the conversation about air quality. It is composed 
of a sensing device that measures the air quality in the 
immediate environment and an on-line community that is 
sharing this information in real-time.



Google Earth

Explore 
bathymetry

Ocean data layers: 
Shipwrecks, Dead zones,  

Animal tracking


